1) Status of DataMine 2.0

Field Data:

PennDOT – ’08, ’11

‘11 deck active- last field readings done in late October. Two more evaluations, next spring and 3 year mark left.

2011 data should be uploaded in the next few weeks. Lab data needs to be uploaded from 2008 and 2011. 2008 field data should all be uploaded except a few photos.

2014 Test Deck will be in Penn. Installation should be July for permanent and May for temporary materials. Location will be Altoona area.

MnDOT – ‘10, ’13

2010 should have been released to vendors (field and lab) but not installation photos. 2013 months 1-3 have been released, still working on installation data and photos. They will work on photos this winter.

Dave V. - Inlay Data accessible on Datamine

No difference between the inlay vs. surface applied in Datamine? It will be accessible as a document but not in the same format (no PMM number). It is considered a pilot program. MN will try to have surface and inlay on the same pdf report. Industry would like to see it first before release (have 30 days). MN will work on process to send out inlay data to manufacturers for 30 day review. May have report for inlay after readings in April.

Solvent Paints not in Data Mine?

Dave K. will look into solving this issue.

FLDOT – ‘09, ‘12

2009 deck finished, everything should be in Data Mine except photos and some lab data. Host state drives data entry even if they don’t do all the testing.
2012 deck- 12 month readings in October should be released in the next two weeks. A few products are one month behind due to late installation because of rain (no 11 month field data).

2 paints with missing lab samples (no lab data). Try to get some film off road to compare with new sample from manufacturer. Need to obtain new samples from manufactures as well.

**Laboratory data**
Tape testing done at MN (may need to be revisited). LA is still doing thermoplastic testing. Would like to see a thinner thermo sample to make it easier to work with. NY is happy with what they have been getting and been able to keep up with the testing.

2) **Work Plan Revisions**

   **Lab Testing Work Plan**
   Work on changes this winter.

   **Field testing**
   Submitted change for 2013 ballot - one change being balloted that references the concrete surface preparation. Durability Rating: Subjective field rating should be uploaded to Data Mine, photo upload may be too difficult (several different photos would need to be uploaded).

3) **Glass bead testing**
   Should we consider testing bead packages? Dave and Tobey can generate email to TC asking opinions.

4) **3rd Party Laboratories**
   No need for 3rd Party Laboratories at this time, but if one is required they should be deemed qualified. Lab testing work plan would need to include lab qualifications.